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        Children's Cabin Beds: Kids Beds Built For Maximising Storage

        
        
    



  
    From 6+, your child can enjoy the delights of a cabin bed. With plenty of space underneath, you can create a den with a fun tent or add storage and study space.
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                Product Benefits
* Ideal for small bedrooms with limited space
* Solid white low mid sleeper bed
* Sturdy ladder can be built to the left or right
* Solid Scandinavian pine bed frame
* Suitable for Age 4+
* Takes a 90x200cm mattress
 Size
Length 207...
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                Product Benefits
* Voted 'Best For Compact Rooms' by the Independent 2022
* Requires a continental single mattress 90 x 200cm- Mattress should not exceed a depth of 15cm
* Great bed with house / den underneath
* Slim ladder, can be fixed at either end of...
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                Product Benefits
* Ideal for small bedrooms with limited space
* Solid low midsleeper bed with premium grey painted finish
* Sturdy ladder can be built to the left or right
* Solid Scandinavian pine
* Recommended for Age 4+
* Takes a 90x200cm mattress...
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                Product Benefits
* Fix ladder/slide on either left or right to suit your room layout
* Made from solid Scandinavian pine with painted exterior for a premium finish
* Recommended for Age 4+
* Takes a 90x200cm mattress size  
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                Product Benefits
* Optional choice of left and right for Ladder and Slide placement
* Solid Scandinavian pine bed frame with painted exterior
* Suitable for Age 4+
* Takes a 90x200cm mattress  
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                Product Benefits
* Superb multi-functioning midsleeper
* Contemporary finish in light oak with white, dusky pink or blue/grey panels
* Desk pulls out from under the bed for study space
* Loads of storage with cupboard, drawers and shelving. Every part of...
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                Product Benefits
* Low midsleeper bed
* Integrated desk to side of the bed can also act as bedside table
* 2 large storage drawers on metal runners
* Wide steps also give some storage
* A good design and neat cabin bed, finished in white and loft grey...
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                Product Benefits
* Part of the Estella collection
* Pull out desk with easy glide castors
* Create the perfect study or creative space with desk area
* Handy Storage cubes ideal for storing items and displaying their belongings
* Chest of...
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                Product Benefits
* House style bed great for imaginative play
* Perfect for younger children with shorter ladder and guard rails
* European single bed size 90x200cm
* Slatted bed base encourages ventilation of mattress - ideal for children  ...
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            Eli Midsleeper
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                    Â£509.00
                
            

            
                
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                Â£355.00
            

        
    
        


        
                Product Benefits
* Chunky white midsleeper
* Colour options for headboards
* Great space under the bed for play, storage or a mattress for sleepovers
* Wide ladder for easy climbing
* Ladder can be built left or right to suit your bedroom layout
* Offers...
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            Estella Grey Mid Sleeper with Cube and Desk
        


        
        
                    
            
                RRP
                
                    Â£609.00
                
            

            
                
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                Â£429.00
            

        
    
        


        
                Product Benefits
* Part of the Estella collection
* Pull out desk set on castors for easy and smooth use
* Desk Ideal for studying or for use as a creative space
* Storage cubes great for storing items away and encouraging a tidy bedroom
*...
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            Tobo Midsleeper with Slide
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                    Â£629.00
                
            

            
                
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                Â£439.00
            

        
    
        


        
                Product Benefits
* Fun midsleeper bed with slide
* Integrated shelving and drawers for storage
* Space under the bed for a den
* Wide steps on the ladder
* Recommended age 6+
* Requires a continental single mattress 90x200cm
Size
Length 203.5 cm Width...
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    For younger children, an under bed den allows your child’s imagination to run wild. For older children, you can create a cosy place to read with pull-out children’s desks. Add furniture such as a chest of drawers and a bookcase to keep the room tidy. It is the perfect space to store the copious amount of toys and possessions that collect in any child’s room! Our cabin beds buying guide has all the information you need when finding the perfect cabin bed.

  












  
  There are many practical advantages of buying a Cabin Bed

	Kids cabin beds have a lot of extra space underneath that can still be used for storage. By choosing a den, you can cleverly keep the storage hidden away! Alternatively, if you are looking to incorporate furniture you already own, there are plenty of cabin beds for kids with free space underneath too.

Ideal for over 6’s, cabin beds come in a variety of heights depending on your personal preference and storage needs. They all offer maximum comfort and are a stylish storage solution, perfect for even the smallest of spaces.

From bunk beds to loft beds to match any child’s bedroom, we guarantee you’ll find the perfect bed for your child with Room to Grow today.


What is a cabin bed?

          
      A cabin bed is an elevated bed that leaves room for storage space underneath. The space can be used for a variety of applications such as desks, drawers or extra room to play. Cabin beds can come in many different forms; usually as a mid sleeper bed but can also come as a captain’s bed or a house bed.

      
        Cabin beds are multi-use pieces of furniture, with the space underneath being ideal for stowing away all your children’s belongings. They are a great practical storing solution.
Cabin beds can also be a source of fun for your child! Room To Grow cabin beds can be  stylised to look like: forts, wendy houses, and even treehouses! Some cabin beds even offer small slides, for your little one to have an adventurous start to the morning.

      


What age is a cabin bed suitable for?

For the most part, cabin beds are suitable for all ages, from a young child to a teenager, however the recommended age for a kid’s cabin bed over 600mm high is 6+. The cabin beds from Room to Grow come in a variety of kid-friendly designs and themes so opting for a design for children is simple, also coming in many practical and stylish designs for teenagers.
The age suggestions for these beds is largely due to their height. However, certain styles of cabin bed are lower, and therefore suitable for smaller children. Designs vary but the steps leading up to a cabin bed are suitable for ages 6+ and they are built to be fairly deep, ensuring easy access up and down.

      What’s the difference between a cabin bed & a loft bed?

The difference between a cabin bed and a loft bed is the height; loft beds are typically referred to as high beds or high sleepers and are a lot higher and have more space underneath for a wider variety of configurations from sofas to desks and wardrobes. Cabin beds are typically renowned for being mid sleeper beds with a smaller height with less room underneath, cabin bed space is typically used more for storage.
      Furthermore, cabin beds differ from mid sleeper beds as a mid sleeper is usually higher and potentially the larger of the two. Cabin beds are therefore likely better if your child isn’t quite ready for too much climbing just yet.

What size is a cabin bed mattress?

Cabin Bed mattresses can vary depending on the style and type of cabin. A standard single cabin bed takes a UK size mattress, 90x190cm. A European Single cabin bed requires a slightly mattress, size 90x200cm which is great for taller children to give a little bit of extra space. Some cabin beds are slightly larger and take a small double mattress 120x190cm.
      
Single Cabin Bed: 90cm x 190cm (36” x 75”)

European Single Cabin Bed: 90cm x 200cm (36” x 79”)

Small Double Cabin: 120cm x 190cm (48” x 75”)


      Before buying a cabin bed mattress, make sure you have the correct sizing for your cabin bed as some can be different from others. The depth of the mattress is also important. There must be a minimum clearance of 16cm from the top of the mattress to the top of the side rail to prevent your child from rolling out of bed. Remember to check the mattress depth requirement on each cabin bed as they can differ from manufacturer to manufacturer.

 What are the advantages of a cabin bed?

      Firstly, the space-saving element of a cabin bed is a huge advantage to any family home. Cabin beds are designed for functionality, and they master the art of squeezing a lot into the space available. They give you the option of having: desk, storage, wardrobes, slides or drawers into your child’s bedroom. This is all done efficiently in the spacing of a small bed, with many items hidden away.

      Secondly, cabin beds are really fun for your child! They can enjoy making up games and adventures to play. Cabin beds come in an array of colours and can incorporate lots of different features, including a slide for a fun way to get up in the morning, or a play tent as an extra fun feature. The options can be endless, with different tents to choose from, so your child can have their own space to create a den.

      Also, since our Room To Grow cabin beds are made specifically for children, they are an extremely safe structure. They have a wide base and are made with stability in mind so that the sturdy bed is very hard to tip over.

      Cabin beds are a fantastic investment, taking up the same amount of space as a single bed but offering to fit in so much more with the crafty space-saving abilities. There are hundreds of designs to choose from: wooden, metal, retro, rustic, art deco, pirates, pilots and princesses! It’s clear that the bed provides the fun-factor for your child, as well as being safe, hassle-free, and a brilliant storage option.

      Cabin beds are ideal for small bedrooms where space is limited. Utilising the under bed space for storage, play or study allows your bed to be multifunctioning whilst keeping the bed footprint to a minimum. It is useful to check which side the ladder is built (left or right) to ensure it fits with your bedroom layout. Some cabin beds have a ladder on the end of the bed which again can be handy in a small bedroom to save space.

     
      
 Are cabin beds suitable for adults?
     
 Yes, cabin beds are suitable for both younger children and adults. However, our cabin bed frames are designed for children and are tested to 80kg, some may take up to 100kg but be sure to check individual products.

 
Is a cabin bed a single bed?
     
 Essentially a cabin bed is a single bed, it’s just raised higher off the ground. Cabin beds are a great option for smaller bedrooms as we have many that include storage compartments and even cabin beds with desks. 
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            Sign Up for Â£10 Off

                    Join our Discover Me email club and get Â£10 off when you spend Â£100 or more
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    How to contact us

  








  
    Email: hello@roomtogrow.co.uk

  










    

    
        
    


  
    Opening Hours

  










    

    
        
    


  
    Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm


Saturday & Sunday: Closed


Bank holidays: Open as usual 
except: 1st Jan, 25th Dec & 26th Dec
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